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The M-6 was an American medium tank
designed by the Ordnance Bureau for use
in World War II. Design and development
Following the Japanese conquest of the

Philippines, the Ordnance Bureau placed
an urgent requirement for a medium tank
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to defend Manila. The Army's M-3 light
tank and the Navy's M-5 gun tank were
considered adequate, but the Ordnance
Bureau determined that both tanks were
inadequate. Its requirements were for a
tank that would be able to fight at long
range and at very high speeds and that
would protect its crew from enemy fire.

The M-6 was designed to meet these
requirements. The M-6 had tracks fitted

with sprocket chains, sprocket boxes
were placed on each side of the chassis

and two under-track drive sprockets were
provided as the primary drive unit. The
thick armor plate used on the M-6 and

other M-5 tanks was thinned on the sides
to provide better protection to the crew.
In addition the lack of fit and finish in the

turrets of the M-3 and M-5 tanks was
deemed to be a serious disadvantage.

The overall structure of the M-6 proved to
be strong and the weight was kept at a

manageable 4 tons. The M-6 was
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produced by Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton, Ford
Motor Company's production unit in

Detroit and Rock Island Arsenal. In two
years' time, Ford built over 4,000 M-6
tanks for the US Army. The US Marine

Corps used the M-6 in limited numbers to
allow their own more powerful tanks a

break in service. They were used as gun
tanks, assault gun vehicles and tanks in

the role of tank destroyers in action
during the Guadalcanal campaign and
were the heaviest fighting vehicle used
by the Marines during the Pacific War.
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